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SUMMARY 
Three  different  nacelles  located In an underwing position  at  the 
0.46 semispan  station of a 4 5 O  sweptback wing were  investigated  at  three 
chordwise  positions  through a Mach  number  range f r o m  0 .TO to 1.08. The 
nacelle profiles were  essentially an ogive  cylinder, an NACA 65A-series 
a i r f o i l ,  and an MACA 0-series  airfoil  (reversed). The model w a s  a small- 
scale  semispan w i n g  of aspect  ratio 6 and tapered-in=thickness  ratio. 
The  results  showed  that,  at  Mach  numbers  greater  than 0.95, the
lowest  nacelle-drag  coefficients  were  obtained  with  the MACA 65A-series 
shape in rearward and i n t w a t e  chordwise  positions and with  the 
ogive-cylinder  shape in the  forward  position. Of the  chordwise  positions 
investigated,  the re8.rwazd nacelle  position  generally  gave  the  lowest 
nacelle-drag  coefficients and the highest  drag-divergence  Mach  numbers. 
Of the  aerodynamic  characteristics  other than those  involving drag, the 
stability  characteristics  showed  the  largest  effects of adding a nacelle 
to the  model. At a Mach rider of 1.08, where  the w g e s t  changes in 
stability  at a lift  coefficient of 0.1 usually occurred, a forward 
nacelle  position was destabilizing by an amount  equivalent to a change 
in aerodynamic-center  location of as much &s 15 percent of the  mean 
aerodynamic  chord. The deStRbiliZing  effect of forward  nacelles was 
reduced by rearward  movement of the  nacelles.  The  stability  character- 
istics  at  the  higher lift coefficients  showed  that  both  the  ogive-cylinder 
shape and the  65A-series  shape in forward and intermediate  chordwise 
positions  extended  the l i f t  coefficient  at  which  pitch-up w a ~  shown  for 
the w i n g  without  nacelles.  The  0-series  shape  extended  the  lift  coeffi- 
cient  for  pitch-up for all chordwise  locations  of  the  nacelle. 
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The  National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics  is  conduciAng a 
program of research on nacelles  and  external  stores In order  to  provide 
installations  suitable  for  use on airplanes  at  traneonic  speeds.  The 
investigations of this program w e  concerned  with as over-all  evaluation 
of the  effects of body  positionhg and shape on the  aeroaynamic  charac- 
teristics of airplane  models  with  straight and sweptback w i n g s .  
The  present  paper  is  the  second  of a series  of  papers  reporting  the 
results of investigations made on solid  bodies of revolution in the  Langley 
high-speed 7- by 10-foot  tunnel  as part of the  general  program. In this 
paper m e  presented  results showing the  effect of chordwise  positioning 
of underwing nacelles of three  profile  shapes  at a wing spanwise  location 
of 0.46 semispan  outboard of the  plane of symmetry on a 45O sweptback wing 
without a fuselage.  Previously  reported  (ref. 1) are  results showing the 
effect of spanwise a d  chordwise positioning of an underwing,  ogive- 
cylinder  nacelle on a 45* sweptback wing without a fuselage. 
In the  investigations of nacelles made in  the 7- by  I0-foot  tunnel . 
as  well  as  those made earlier by the  Pilotless  Aircraft  Research  Division 
(refs. 2 to 6 )  a v i n g  of h0 sweepbsck,  aspect  ratio 6 ,  taper  ratio 0.6, 4 
and NACA 65A-series  airfoil  sections has been  used 88 the  test  vehicle. 
The  thickness of the wing used in the  tunnel  inveatigations  tapered  from 
9 percent chord at  the  root to 3 percent  chord  at  the  tip,  while  the 
thickness of the  wing of the  flight  models was 9-percent  chord  from  root 
to  tip. For the  most  part,  the  investigations  were mad  on so l id  nacelle 
modeU. The  effects of internal  flow  are, however, shown for one nacelle 
location in reference 6, and for  several  nacelle  locations  in  another 
investigation  (ref. 7) made Fn the  Langley  8-foot  high-speed  tunnel. 
The  results  obtained in the  investigations of w h i c h  this  paper  is 
one  are  considered. to be  exploratory in nature. By covering a broad 
range  of  nacelle  positioning  variables,  these  results m e  intended to 
show positions of particular  interest in order that  later  investigations 
may be  directed  toward  developing a better  understanding of the f l o w  
characteristics over these  installations.  These  papers  are 00 intended 
to supplement  the  zero-lift drag results  obtained fn earlier  flight 
investigations  (refs. 2 to 6 )  by  covering a range of lift  coefficients 
extending from  about 0 to about 0.5 and also by  showing  the  effects  of 
nacelle  geometry and positionhg on a lift,  pitching  moment, and bending 
moment. 
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SYMBOLS 
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CB 
C 
b 
d 
ai 
a, 
X 
Y 
2 .  
V 
I 
pitching-moment coefficient  referred t o  0.25E of wing 
(Twice semispan pitching  mment/qw) 
bending-moment coefficient mice root  bending moment/qST 
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq f t ,  $pV2 
( 
twice area of semispan model, 0 .I25 sq ft 
maxFmum frontal area of nacelle, 0 .OOllg sq ft 
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, 0-147 ft - - 
c2dy (using theoretical  tip) I 
local wLng chord parallel t o  chord plane, f t 
twice span of S~MI.SP~XI model, o :866 f t  
nacelle diameter, f t  
diameter of nacelle at hypothetical nacelle inlet, f t  
diameter of nacelle at hypothetical nacelle exit, ft 
longitudinal  distance from w i n g  leadlng edge to nose of 
nacelle; negative when nose of  nacelle is fo-d of  wing 
leading edge, f t  
lateral  distance from plane of symmetry t o  center line of 
nacelle, f t  
nacelle length, ft 
effective free-stream air velocity, Ft/sec 
. 
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M effective  free-stream  Mach  number 
M2 local  Mach  number 
M, average  chordwise  Mach  number 
P mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 
a angle of attack,  deg 
laterd center of  pressure  referred  to wing semispan, &B acL 
c W L  = (2)M 
This investigation  utilized a small semispan model that was mounted 
on a reflection-plane  plate,  located 3 inches  from  the tunnel wall in 
order  to  bypass  the w a l l  boundary  layer (fig. 1) . A more  detailed a s -  
cussion of the  model  setup and the  strain-gage-balance  system e ployed 
is  given in reference 1. 
The w i n g  was  constructed of steel and had k5O of sweepback  referred 
to the  quarter-chord  line, an aspect  ratio of 6, and a taper ratio of 0.6. 
The  airfoil  section  at  the wing root was an NACA 65A009 and at  the wfng 
tip an MACA &A003 section. 
The nacelles  were  solid  bodies of revolution  constructed  of mahogany. 
Three nacelle  shapes  were  investigated.  They  were an ogive-cylfnder 
shape, a shape generated by revolving an W A  6%-series  airfoil  section, 
and a shape  generated by revolvbg a modified ITACA 0-series  airfoil  see- 
tion  which was reversed in direction for  this  investigation. A d r a w i n g  
of the  nacelles  with  the  nacelle  ordinates is presented in figure 2 .  The 
nacelles  were  designed to have  identicalmaxfmum  diameters and, if ducted, 
to  have  approximately  equal  nacelle  diameters  at the hypothetical  nacelle 
inlets and exits, as well as identical  fineness  ratios f the  ducted 
lengths. In order to maintain  fineness  ratios  that  were  approximately 
the  same f o r  the  unducted  nacelles,  it was necessary  to modify both  the 
nose and the  tail portions of the NACA 0-series  profile.  The  finenese 
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ratios of the  test  nacelles  were 9.34 for  the  ogive-cylinder  shape, 10.68 
for  the  &A-series  shape, and 10.04 for  the  0-series  shape. 
The  ogive-cylinder  nacelle w w  similar in shape  to  the  nacelle 
investigated in references 2 to 6 ,  in that  for  both  nacelles  ogival-nose 
and tail  sections  were  used  between which w a s  located a cyUndrical 
length  of  body.  For  the  nacelle  of  the  present  investigation,  the 
ogival  tail  section  terminated  in a point,  whereas  the  nacelles  of  ref- 
erences 2 to 6 were  blunt-ended;  that  is, a portion of the  ogival tail 
was removed. 
The  nacelles  used  herein  were also somewhat  larger  relative to the 
wlng than  were  the  nacelles of the  flight  investigations.  The  size of
the  nacelles of this  investigation was determined f r o m  existing  jet- 
engine  specifications and by considering  the win@; to be & 0 .Ol-scale 
model of a bomber wing. At full scale  the  diameter of the  nacelles  would 
be  &out 47 fnches  and  the  airplane would be of the medium-boder category 
of airplanes. 
Each o f  the  nacelles was so located  below  the w i n g  as to,maintain 
a distance  equal to the meximum radlus  of  the  nacelle  between  the wing 
chord plane and the  nacelle  center  line.  The  nacelles  were  located  at 
0.46b/2  outboard of the wlng root chord. Thee chordwise  positions of 
the  nacelle  were  investigated  and  designated  herein as eaxward, inter- 
mediate,  and  forward.  Test  locations in tern of wing local chord 
length m e  tabulated on figure 3 .  The chordwise psitione of the  nacelles 
were  obtained  by  locating  the  solid  bodies in chord.wise  positions so that, 
if the  nacelles  were  ducted,  the  inlets would be  at  the wing leading edge 
for the reazwmd nacelle;  the  midlength  of  the  ducted  bodies  would  be  at 
the  midchord  point for the  intermediate  nacelle;  or  the  exits of he 
ducted  bodies would be  at  the wing t ra i l ing  edge  for  the forward nacelle. 
Because of the differing lengths of nacelle ahead of the  contemplated 
inlets,  the  chordwise  position  parameter x/c assumes  different  values 
for  each of the  three  nacelle  shapes  at a given  chardwise  position. No 
fa*- of the  wing-nacelle  juntures has been employed for any of the 
configurations  used in this  investigation. 
The  reflection-plane  plate  attached  to  the w a l l  of the  high-speed 
7- by 10-foot tunnel  induces over its  surface a region of local  velocities 
higher than the  free-stream  velocities of the  tunnel,  which  permits 
testing of s m a l l  models to Mach numbers of 1.08. The  variations  in  local 
Mach  nunher  over  the  reflection-plane  plate m e  shown 3n figure 4 for 
typical  Mach  numbers. As indicated by these  data  the  Mach  number gradi- 
ent in the  region of the  model  decreases  with  decreasing  tuzvlel  speed. 
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At a Mach  number of about 0.93 the f l o w  is  gradient  free.  Effective 
free-stream  Mach  numbers,  which are used  as  the  basis of data  presenta- 
tion,  were  obtained from the  relationship 
Lift,  drag,  pitching-moment, and bending-moment  coefficients  were 
measured  over  an  angle-of  -attack  range  that  extended  from  about -1.5O 
to 9 .Oo at  Mach  numbers  from 0 .TO to 1.08. The  variation of Reynolds 
number,  based  on  the  mean  aerodynamic  chord,  with  Mach  nmiber for these 
tests  is  shown  in  figure 5. Because  of  the small size  of  the  model 
employed  in  this  investigation,  jet-boundary  and  blockage  corrections 
were  considered  negligible. 
In  general,  the  accuracy of the  force  and  moment  neasurements  can 
be  Judged  by any random scatter of the test points of the basic data. I 
In determining  increments of forces  and  moments,  however,  faired  values 
of  forces  and  moments  are  used;  thus,  the idhence of  test-point  scatter 
on  the  curves of summary results  tended  to  be minimized. 
The reflection-plane  technique, in which small half-span  models  are 
located  in a localized  high-velocity  field  to  obtain  transonic  speeds, 
has  somettmes  given  absolute  values of coefficients,  particularly  drag, 
that  do not correlate w e l l  with data obtained  on  larger  full-span models. 
Valid  incremental  effects,  such as those  due to model configuration, 
lift  coefficient, or Mach  number  are,  however,  believed  to  be  obtained 
by  this  technique.  These  conclusions  were  reached  after a correlative 
study  of  results  from  bunp-type  test  techniques  and  the  conventional 
sting-type  test  techniques had been  made  (ref. 8.) Subsequent  experience 
with  nacelle  and  external-store-tests,  results  which  are  as  yet  unpub- 
lished, has shown that  trends of drag increments  due  to  nacelle  config- 
uration  and  obtained from models  investigated  on  bump-type  facilities 
s h o w  good  qualitative  agreement  with  those  obtained on larger-scale M l -  
span  models  tested  in  flight. 
RFrsULTS AMD DISCUSSION 
The  results  of  this  investigation are presented  in  figures,  the 
contents of which  are  summarized  on  the fol lowing page: 
. 
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Figure 
Wingalone.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
W i n g  with  ogive-cylinder nacelle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
W i n g  with 65A-series nacelle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
Wfn@; with 0-series nacelle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
Drag characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 t o  13 
Summary of aerodynamic characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 t o  2 1  
Basic data 
Lift-curve slopes presented were measured through zero lift, whereas 
pitch%-moment-curve slopes were maswed a t  a lift coefficient of 0.1. 
The variations in drag coefficient of the model with each of the 
three nacelles and without the nacelles are presented in figure 10. The 
data presented in  this paper f o r  the  nacelle  with  the ogive-cylinder 
shape were taken f r o m  reference 1. 
The Mach rider fo r  drag divergence used in  this paper was deter- 
mined by inspection of the drag-coefficient curpee ( f ig .  l.0) and the 
discussion is Umited t o  the  results at  lift coefficients of 0.4 and less. 
The results  indicate that nacelle shape has in general  less  effect on 
the drag-divergence Mach nmiber of nacelles in  the rearward and forward 
positions than on the nacelles i n  the intermediate position. In the 
intermediate position, nacelle shape shows an increasimg irqportance with 
increasing l i f t  coefficient. O f  the three shapes investigated in an 
intermedlate position, the highest drag-divergence Mach riders were 
obtained nith the 65A-serfes shape and the lowest wtth the ogive-cylinder 
shape. Furthermore, it appears that, of the nacelle chordwlse posit ions 
investigated, the higher drag-divergence Mach n d e r s  were generally 
obtained, up t o  a = 0.4, wlth nacelles in the rearward position. 
The variation of the nacelle-drag coefficients, which are defined as 
the increments in drag due t o  the  nacelles based u p n  the  nacelle maxi- 
mum frontal  area and. include interference, =e presented in figure 11 
as a function of Mach rider. These data have been used t o  cross-plot 
the nacelle-drag coefficient  against both model lift coefficient (fig. 12) 
and nacelle chordwise position  (fig. l-3) . 
In reference 1, it was shown that the largest effect of increase in 
model lift coefficient on nacelle-drag coefficient WES obtained f o r  the 
extreme inboard and t i p  location of the nacelle, and conversely nacelle- 
drag coefficients for midspan locations were less affected by increase 
i n  model l i f t  than extreme spanwise locations. The results presented 
herein (fig. 12) also indicate that a t  the midspan location investigated, 
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increase in lift had little  over-ali  effect on the  nacelle-drag  coeffi- a 
cierhs,  except  for  some  rather  abrupt  increases In Qn at  lfft  coeffi- 
cients of about 0.3 and  greater  which  occurred  for  the  most  part at sub- 
sonic  Mach  numbers  with  rearward  locations of the previously  lnvestigated 
ogive-cylinder  shape and also for  the  &A-series  shape. 
At  Mach nmibers greater  than  about 0.95 at  the  lower  lift  coeffi- 
cients  mad  at ll Mach  numbers at the  higher lift coefficients,  both 
nacelle  chordwiae  location and shape  have  important  effects on the  nacelle- 
&a@; coefficients.  These  effects  are illustrated in figure 13 fo r  Mach 
numbers of 0.7, 0.9, and 1.08. At Mach numbers l o w e r  than 0.95 at the ' 
lower W t  coefficients,  the  nscelle-drag  coefficients  are  considerably 
smaller and less affected by nacelle  position and shape.  Rearward  nacelle 
mvement is seen to result  in  substantial  reductions i  nacelle-drag 
coefficients  at a Mach  nuniber of 3.08 at all lift  coefficients  and as a 
result  the m"im nacelle drag is  obtained with the  most  rearward  nacelle. 
O f  the  nacelle  shapes  investigated he lowest  nacelle-drag  coefficients 
are shown (figs. II to 13) for  the  65A-series  shape in rearward e&. inter- 
mediate  chordwise  poaitione  at  Mach  numbers  greater  than  &out 0.95 and
at  lift  coefficients from 0 to 0.4. In the forward pdsition  the  lowest 
nacelle drag for  supersonic  Mach  nmibers  and  lift  coefficients f r o m  0 to 
0.4 is shown for  the  0-series  shape.  At a lift  coefficient of 0.5 and 
at  subsonic  speeds,  the  chordwise  location  for min- mum nacelle drq in 
general has changed f r o m  the  most  rearuard  location  investigated  to  more 
forward  locations.  It  appears (fig. 12) that  this  change  takes  place 
at  Zfft  coefficients of about 0.3 o r  greater. 
It has been  expected  that  nacelle  shapes ving a cylindrical  mid- 
section  might  produce smdler nacelle-drag  coefficients than nacelle 
shpes with continuously varying curvatures of less severe  effects  of 
superposition of the  pressures over the  cylindrical  length of the body 
on the  pressure  field of the wing. The  results  presented  herein,  however, 
show an obvious drw disadvantage  for a nacelle of such a shape. This 
result iuay be due  to  the  fact  that  the  length  of  cylinder  employed is 
less than the  length of the  local wing chord. Thus, the  regions of peak 
pressures  at  the  intersections f the  nose and the  tail  sections  with  the 
cylindrical  midsection,  although  not  necessarily  coinciding  with  the  peak 
pressures of the w i n g ,  still  lie on some part of the wing for all nacelle 
chordwise  positions  investigated. The resulting  interference  appears to 
be  more  serious for the  ogive-cylinder  than f o r  the two shapes  with  con- 
tinuously varying curvature.  It  would  appear  necessary  to  design  bodies 
of the  ogive-cylinder  shape  wlth a cylindrical  mid6ection long enough  to 
locate  the  peak  pressures  ahead of and  behind  the local wing chord.  Such 
R design  specification would seem  to  introduce some specific limits as to 
what may be  efffciently  housed in a body  with an ogive-cylinder  shape. 
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It should be  remembered  that  the  results  presented in this  paper 
were  obtained on a wing without a fuselage. As suggested  in  reference 1, 
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it appears that a fuselage can have an appreciable effect on nacelle 
interference and consequently on nacelle drag at transonic speeds. It 
further appears that the effects of a fuselage on C'D, can be larger 
for extreme inboard as well as extreme t i p  locations of a nacelle than 
for  intermediate locations. Hence, it might be anticipated that the 
nacelle-drag results presented hersb f o r  an i n t m d i a t e  spanwise nacelle 
location would be less  affected by a fuselage than those  obtained for  
either more inboard o r  more outboard nacelle locations. 
Lift-Drag Ratios 
In figure 14 are presented the maximum lift-drag ratios obtained 
fo r  the model ufth and without nacelles. In evaluting  the  effect of 
nacelles on (L/D)- it has been found convenient t o  divide the mexi- 
m m  lift-drag ratio of the model wtth  nacelle by the maximum lift-drag 
ratio of the model without nacelle. The resulting ratio gives a quan- 
t i ta t ive expression of the effect of the nacelles on (L/D)-. These 
ratios  are presented in  figure 15 as a function of nacelle chordwise 
location fo r  representative Mach nmibers. The results reflect the 
characteristics of  the nacelle-drag coefficients discussed in  the pre- 
ceding section; that is, the nacelle shapes and positions givlng the 
lowest drag due t o  the nacelle also give the highest maximum lift-drag 
ratios. It is seen that  at a Mach  nrrmber of 1.08 where the mst signifi- 
cant effects of nacelle shape and position were shown Fn the drag charac- 
teristics, the highest (L/D)- was obtained with the 65A-series shape, 
and for  a l l  shapes the hfghest (L/D)- was obta3ned with the rearward 
nacelle. In the rearward position the maxirmrm lift-drag r a t i o  of the 
model with the 65A-series nacelle was about 95 percent of the maxFrmnn 
lift-drag ratio of the model without nacelles a t  M = 1.08 and about 
97 percent a t  M = 0.90. Throughout the greater part of the Mach ntmiber 
range and the chordwise-position range, the lowest maximum lift-drag 
r a t i o s  were obtained with the nacelle of ogive-cylinder shape, which also 
gave hfgher.nacelle-drag coefficients than either the 0-series or  the 
65A-series shapes. A t  a Mach n&er of 1.08 the maximum lift-drag ra t io  
of the 65A-series shape was from 6 t o  12 percent higher (based on the 
maximum Uft-drag ratio of the  baaic model) than that of the ogive- 
cylinder shape throughout the range of chordwise pos i t ions  investigated. 
L i f t  Characteristics 
The variations in lift-curve slope of the model with and without 
nacelles are presented in figure 16. The increments between the results 
obtained on the model with and w3Ahout nacelles  are  presented in figure 17 
as a function of nacelle chordwise position. The increments were obtained 
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by subtracting  the  results  obtained on the  model  without  the  nacelle  from 
those  obtained on the  model  Kith  the  nacelle.  The  largest  effect o  
nacelle  shape  a8 w e l l  a8 chordwise  position  8,ppea;l.s  at  the  lower  subsonic 
Mach  numbers  (represented in fig . 16 by  results  at M = 0 .TO) where all 
shapes  produce a substantial  increase in C h  of the model for  inter- 
mediate  nacelle  chordwise  positions  with  the  largest  increases  being  pro- 
duced by 65A-series  shape.  At  Mach  nunibers around 0.9 the  ogive-cylinaer 
nacelle in the  intermediate  position  is  seen  to  develop 8, large  increase 
in C k  (ffg. 16) . The  nacelles of all three  shapes in forward  positions 
generally  result In little  change in C& of the  model  throughout  the 
speed range. A t  a supersonic  Mach  number of 1.08 a rearward  location of 
the  nacelles  results i n  an increased  lift-curve  slope of the  model  that 
is  somewhat  less,  however,  than  the  increase in produced  by  inter- 
mediate  nacelles at subsonic  speeds. 
Pitch  Characteristics 
The  slopes of  the  pitching-moment  curves  obtained  at a lift  coeffi- 
cient of 0.1 for  the model nith  and  without  nacelles  are  presented In fig- 
ure 18. The  increments Fn slope due to the  nacelle a8 a function of 
nacelle  chordwise  position  obtained from these  results  =e  preaented in
figure 19. The  Increments  were obtained by  subtracting  the  results 
obtained on the model without  the  nacelle from those  obtained on the  model 
with  the  nacelle.  These data indicate that, at a of 0.1, addition 
of the  nacelles inthe forward position  is  de8tabilizing by amounts  equiv- 
dent to  changes. in the  serodynamic-center  location f up to 15 percent 
of the mea aemdymmic chord. In general,  rearward  movement of the 
nacelles  results Fn a substantial  stabilizing  effect. The effects of 
nacelle  chordwise  location  are  particularly large at M = 1.08 where a 
change in %L equivalent  to a stabilizing  change in the  aeroaynamic- 
center  Location of 17 percent of the  mean  &emdynamic  chord  occurs f o r  a
change f r o m  fo-d to  rearwarrd  location for the  nacelle  with  the 
65~-series shape. Similar changes fn dcq were obtained  with  the 
0-series and the  ogive-cylinder  shapes  at  this  Mach  number. Th  effect 
of nacelle  shape on the  stability  characteristics of the model is seen 
(fig. 18) to depend  upon  Mach  number . At  the  lower  s~&sonfc  Mach numbers 
change in nacelle  shape  from  either  the  65A-series or the  0-series  to  the 
ogive-cylinder shpe is  stabilizing  except for f o r a  poeiti~ne where 
nacelle  shape has little  effect on the  stability  characteristfcs. At 
supersoniE  Mach  numbers  the  largest  effects of the nacelles on the  sta- 
bility  characteristics of the  model  exist  for  the forward chordwise  posi- 
tion and., as indicated above,  the maxhum c-e Fn C w L  due  to  the 
addition of the  nacelle  is of the  order of 0.15. 
It is  seen fn figure 6 that a destabilizing  break  develops  at  the 
higher Uft coefficients in the  pitching-moment curves of the  model  without -
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nacelles a t  Mach n d e r s  f r o m  0.70 t o  1.05. Inspection of the pitching- 
moment curves of the mdel with nacelles  hdicates that some chordwise 
posftions of the nacelles are effective in increasing the l i f t  coeffi- 
cient a t  which this pitch-ug tendency of the wing develops. I n  this 
respect, forward and intermediate locations of both the ogive-cylrzlaer 
shape and the 65A-series shape are  beneficial except a t  a Mach nmiber 
o f  1.00 (figs.  7 and 8) . The 0-series shape, however, appears t o  increase 
the lift coefficient fo r  pitch up f o r  all chordwise locations and Mach 
numbers except at  PI = 1.00 for fo- and rearward position8 and 
M = 1.00 and 1.05 for the intermediate position. 
Lateral Center of Pressure 
The incremental effect of the nacelles on the  lateral center-of- 
pressure locations of the model axe presented fn figure 2 1  as a function 
of nacelle chordwise position. These increments were obtained from 
figure 20 by Bubtracting the  result6 obtarzled on the model without the 
nacelle from those on the model with the nacelle. At the lowest Mach 
number investigated the nacelles i n  any chordnlse position  result i n  a 
location of the lateral center o f  pressure Inboard of that f o r  the model 
without nacelles. %crease in Mach nutiber results fn a general outboasd 
movement of YCP due t o  the nacelles. The Zargest effect of speed and 
chordwise position on the  location of the lateral center of pressure is 
shown f o r  the ogive-cylinder shape in an intermediate chordwise position, 
where about a 3.5-percent semispan outboard change in ycp takes place 
over a Mach nuuiber range from 0 .TO to 1.08. As a result  of this change 
in y- f o r  a31 Fntermediate chordwise position, the ogive-cylinder shape 
experiences a considerable change with speed i n  the shape of the curve 
of &rcp as E function of nacelle chordwise position. The curve i s  
characterized at M = 0.70 by the most inboard location of ycp 
occurring f o r  the intermediate position which changes t o  the most out- 
board location of ycp at M = 1.08. 
An investigation of the  effect of nacelle chordwise positioning and. 
shape of &TI underwing nacelle on the high-speed aeroaynamic chmacter- 
i s t ics  of a small-size 4 5 O  sweptback tapered-in-thickness-ratio wing of 
aspect ratio 6 indicate the following conclusions: 
1. The Wgest  effects of nacelle chordwise positioning a& shape 
on the drag characteristics were found a t  Mach nuuibers greater than 
about 0.95. 
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2. At  Mach  numbers  greater  than 0.95 the  lowest  nacelle-drag  coeffi- 
cients  were  obtained  with  the  65A-series  shape In th  rearward and the 
intermediate  chordwise  positions and with  the  0-series  shape fn the  for- 
ward position. 
3 .  Of the  chordwise  positions  investigated  the  lowest  nacelle-drag 
coefficients  were  obtained  at  the  higher  Mach nders and lower  lift 
coefficients with the  nacelles  in  the  rearnard  position. 
4. The  largest  effect  of mcelle shape on drag-divergence  Mach nm- 
ber  was  shown  for an intermediate  chordwise  nacelle  position  where  the 
highest drag divergence  Mach  nmibers  were  obtained  with  the  65A-series 
shape.  It also appeared  that, in general  for aqy shape,  somewhat  higher 
drag-divergence  Mach  nmnbers  were  obtained  with a rearward  chordwise 
position of the  nacelle  than  with  either  intermediate or forward positions. 
5. A t  the  higher  Mach  numbers  the  hfghest maximum lift-drag  ratios 
of  the  model  with  the  nacelles  were  obtained  with  the  65A-series  shape 
in  the  rearward  position and Fn general  the  lowest  were  obtained  with all 
chordwise  p sit ons of the ogive-cylinder  s ape. - 
6 .  Aside  from  effects on those  characteristics  involving drag, 
perhaps  the  most  important  effects  of dding a nacelle t o  the  model  were 
shown  in  the  locations f the  aerodynamic  center. At a Mach  number of 
1.08 where  the  Largest  changes in stability  at a lift  coefficient of 0.1 
usually occurred, a forward  position of the  nacelle  shapes was destabi- 
lizing  by an amount equivalent  to a change  in  aerodynamic-center  location 
of as much as 15 percent  of  the mea aerodynamic  chord.  The  destabi- 
lizing  effect of forward nacelles was reduced by rearward  movement  of 
the  nacelles. 
7. The stability  characteristics  at  the  higher  lift  coefficients 
showed  that  forward and intermediate  locations  of  both  the  ogive-cylinder 
shape  and  the  65A-series  shape  were  effective  in  ttncreasing  the  lift 
coefficient  at  which  pitch-up  was shown for  the wing ethout nacelles. 
The  0-series  shape  was,  however,  effective  in all chordase locations 
in increasing  the 1 W t  coefficient for model pitch-up. 
Langley  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National Advisory  Cormittee  for  Aeronautics, 
Langley  Field, V a .  
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Figure 1.- %-view drawing of the  test  setup and the 45’ sweptback 
semi~pan wing of aspect ratio 6, taper  ratio 0.6,  and an 
65A-serie~ airfoil section tapered i n  thickness from 9 percent a t  
the mot   t o  3 percent a t  the t ip .  
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Figure 2.- Tbe nacelle profiles. 
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Figure 3 .- Locations of the nacelles tested. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of Reynolds number with Mach number for  the model 
in the Langley high-speed 7- by l0-foot tunnel. 
Figure 6.- Aerodynamic characteristics o f  semispan Xing. 
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic characteristics of aeoniapan wing with ogive-~~llnder 
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Figure 8.- Aerodynamic  characteristics of ~ e m i ~ p a ~ ~  King with the &A-serLee 
nacelle  at = 0.46. 2 
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Figure 9.- Aerodynamic  characteristics o f  the ~ & a p e n  wing with the 
0-series nacelle at = 0.46. 
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Figure Lo.- Variation of drag coefficient wlth Kwh number for eemispan 
dng alone and wikh the three nacelle shapes in various chordwise 
locations at - = 0.46. Y 
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Figure ll.- Variation of nacelle-drag coefficient with Mach number for 
the three nacelle shapes In various chordwlse poeitione at - 0.46. 
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Figure 12.- Variation of nacelle-drag  coefficient  with m o d e l  l ift coefficient 
for three  nacelle  shapes in vafioue chordwise  positions at - = 0.46. Y 
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Figure 13.- Variation of nacelle-drag coefficient with nacelle chordwbe 
position for three nacelle shapee at 2- = 0.46. 
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Figure 14.- Variation of the maximum lift-drag ratios with Bbch number. - 
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Figure 15.- Variation with chordwise position of ratios of the maximum - 
lift-drag ratio of the model with nacelles t o   t he  maximum lift-drag 
ratio of  the model without nacelles. * 
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Figure 16. - Variation of the lift-curve slopes with Mach number. 
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Figure 17.- Variation of the increments in lift-curve 13lOpe with nacelle 
chordwise position. 
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Figure 18.- Variation of the pitching-moment-curve eloges with Mach 
number. % = 0.1. 
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Figure 19.- Variation of the increments in pitching-moment-curve elopes 
with nacelle chordwise poeition. CL = 0.1. 
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Figure 20.- Variation of the lateral-center-of-pressure locations with 
Mach number. 
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